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 GO.(MS) No.14/2005/SC/ST Dev.Department dated
05.04.2005) will apply to these seats.

4.2. The educational agency will have the freedom to
choose the other 50% from the merit list prepared from
among the registered candidates , provided that they
satisfy the eligibility conditions prescribed by the
University. (GAI/A2/2533/1996 dated 18.05.1996).

5. Additional weightage given for Scheduled Tribe students
of Palakkad and Wayanad districts for admission to UG
programmes without entrance in Government, Aided, Un-
aided Colleges and Un-aided Courses in Aided colleges.

5.1. Additional weightage will be awarded to the Scheduled
Tribe Students hailing from the tribal belt of Palakkad and
Wayanad district for admission to UG programmes
without entrance. The tribal belt in Palakkad and Wayanad
will be published in the website before commencement
of online registration. While registering, the ST candidates
will have options to submit the name of the residential
area. If the residential area submitted belongs to tribal
belt, such students will be awarded 20 marks of additional
weightage. The ST students claiming the additional
weightage should provide residential certificate at the
time of admission.

III RESERVATION OF SEATS / ADDITIONAL
SEATS
1. Physically Handicapped : Three percent (3%) of the seats

for Degree programmes (except Geology) should be
additionally created and reserved over and above the
sanctioned strength, but within the Statutory maximum
limit for the Physically Handicapped candidates. In
programmes where the sanctioned strength and the
Statutory limit are the same, the additional seats can be
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created above the Statutory limit, exclusively for the
admission of the above candidates.(U.O. No. 2391/2015
dated : 10.03.2015).

1.1. Out of the 3%, 1% is reserved for the blind, 1% for the
deaf and 1% for orthopaedically handicapped with a
provision for interchange of seats, if candidates are not
available in a particular category in a year.

1.2.The blind and deaf are not eligible for reservation in
Science subjects involving practical. (U.O.No.GA/G2/4053/
1985 dated, 05.01.1987 and letter No.GAI/A2/819/2000
Vol. II dated 14.02.2003).(U.O.No.2391/2015/Admn
Dated:10.03.2015).

1.3. For PG Courses, the reservation shall be given 3% in
aggregate – Faculty wise in University Teaching
Departments and college wise in affiliated colleges after
scrutinizing the suitability. The candidates having
minimum 40% disability certified by the Medical Board
be considered for admission to the reserved seats
earmarked for the Physically Handicapped students.

1.4. Such eligible candidates shall be ranked on the basis of
the marks secured in the qualifying examination. (GAI/
A2/9091/1994 Vol. II dated 28.05.2003 & GAI/A2/5752/
1998 dated 04.05.2004)

2. Sports Quota: Two seats in each Under Graduate (Non-
Professional) course and one seat in each Post Graduate
course should be additionally created and reserved over and
above the sanctioned strength, but within the Statutory
maximum limit for candidates with outstanding records in
sports and games. In programmes where the sanctioned
strength and the Statutory limit are the same, the additional
seat can be created above the Statutory limit for candidates
with outstanding records in sports and games, exclusively for
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11. I/II/III position holders in the lnter Collegiate lnter Zone
Tournaments. (Norms 9,10,11 are added as per UO
No.13627/2016/Admn dated 21/11/2016)

3. Lakshadweep Candidates :
3.1. One seat each in a UG and PG Programme in the affiliated

Arts and Science Colleges is additionally created and reserved
over and above the sanctioned strength, but within the
Statutory maximum limit for the native students of the Union
Territory of Lakshadweep, recommended by the Director of
Education, Union Territory of Lakshadweep. In programmes
where the sanctioned strength and the Statutory limit are
the same, the additional seat can be created above the
Statutory limit, exclusively for the admission of the above
candidates. (U.O. No.GAI/A2/6135/1994 Vol.II dated
25.09.2006 and 01.08.2007). These candidates need not be
insisted to obtain permission from the University for late
registration up to the closing of admission to the respective
programmes of study (Lr.Dtd.24.09.1997). In Government
Colleges where the Government have earmarked seats, the
seats reserved for the Ethnic Natives of Lakshadweep will be
in addition to the seats sanctioned by the Government.

3.2. If there is no claimant from among the Ethnic Native
Scheduled Tribe Candidates from the Union Territory for the
seat reserved for them for degree programmes, the seats thus
falling vacant due to their absence, will be allotted to the
children of the employees belonging to Kerala State who have
undergone Plus Two education in the Union Territory of
Lakshadweep. (GA/A2/6135/94 dated 16.3.1998) The
admission shall be made only after obtaining prior permission
from the University. (GA I/A2/6135/ 1994 (1) dated 29-08-
2000 & GAI/A2/3897/2003 dated 05.06.2003).

4. Candidates of Andaman & Nicobar Islands: 
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